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Charge balance: equilibrium? non-equilibrium?
Ion fraction of Fe for EQUILIBRIUM plasma
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Charge balance: equilibrium? non-equilibrium?
Ion fraction of Fe for EQUILIBRIUM plasma
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Sign of recombining plasma

Additional Gaussians
for excess Ly"

ASCA observations of IC443 
revealed enhanced Ly" lines,
suggesting ‘overionization’

(Kawasaki+ 2002)

IC443

Early 2000s



Discovery of strong RRC

Si
S

Ar

Black: XIS-FI
Red: XIS-BI

Suzaku spectra fitted with APEC + Ly" lines

Broad residuals at 2.7 keV and 3.5 keV

(HY+ 2009)

A decade ago



Discovery of strong RRC

Black: XIS-FI
Red: XIS-BI

And with additional ‘redge’ components

Enhanced RRC, clear evidence of recombining state

(HY+ 2009)

A decade ago

Mg Si
S



UNVEILING THE ORIGIN OF THE THERMAL AND NONTHERMAL
EMISSION FROM THE SUPERNOVA REMNANT W49B
PI: Hiroya Yamaguchi (NASA/GSFC, Univ. of Maryland)

1 Introduction

A stellar explosion forms strong blast wave expanding into the interstellar medium (ISM), lead-
ing to the formation of a supernova remnant (SNR). Because of the extreme condition (e.g., high
shock velocity, low ISM density), SNR offers a treasure box of energetic phenomena, such as ion-
ization processes in a hot plasma (thermal aspect) and efficient cosmic-ray (CR) acceleration
(nonthermal aspect). Here we propose a NuSTAR observation of the SNR W49B, a particularly
intriguing object in both of these aspects. The open issues for this SNR can be best addressed by
this proposed observation as described below.

2 Scientific Justification

Thermal aspect: W49B is one of the brightest SNRs in thermal X-rays with strong K-shell
emission from Fe, Ni, and other elements (Hwang et al. 2000). Based on its morphology, this SNR is
classified into the “mixed-morphology (MM) type,” characterized by a centrally-peaked X-ray
profile with a bright radio shell (e.g., Rho & Petre 1998). Despite the significant population of MM
SNRs (i.e., more than 30% of the X-ray-detected Galactic SNRs are categorized in this class), their
evolutionary characteristics are poorly understood (e.g., Slane et al. 2002; Yamaguchi et al. 2012).
X-ray emission from the MM SNRs is generally dominated by a shock-heated (thermal) plasma,
and exhibits a relatively uniform radial profiles of the temperature and density (e.g., Shelton et
al. 1999; Slane et al. 2002), in distinct contrast to those predicted by the standard Sedov solution.
MM SNRs are often found in dense environment, or near molecular clouds (MCs). Therefore, the
SNR-cloud interaction is thought to be somehow responsible for the formation of their observational
properties (e.g., Cox et al. 1999; White & Long 1991).

W49B is the youngest among the known MM SNRs (∼ 1000 yr: e.g., Lopez et al. 2009),
offering a unique opportunity to study the early evolution of the MM SNRs (i.e., how
they evolve from the ejecta-dominated phase into the MM phase). Previous studies indicated that,
like the other MM type, W49B is associated with dense MCs with a density of ! 100 cm−3 at
the east and southwest (SW) rims (Fig. 1a; Keohane et al. 2007). One of the most remarkable
observational results from this SNR is the discovery of an overionized (recombining) plasma
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Figure 1: (a) Multi-color image of W49B (Lopez et al. 2013). Green, blue, yellow, and magenta represent Si-K X-
ray, Fe-K X-ray, infrared, and radio emission, respectively. The dense MCs, indicated with the arrows, are enhanced
in the infrared and radio emission. The NuSTAR’s half power diameter (HPD: 1′) is also indicated in the panel.
(b) Suzaku spectrum of W49B, taken from the entire SNR (Ozawa et al. 2009). The Fe RRC component, which is
enhanced only when the plasma is overionized, is explicitly indicated with the red curve.
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Stimulated development of XSPEC model

Original ‘nei’ models (for ionizing plasma)

‘rnei’ family (for recombining plasma)

nei, vnei, vvnei, gnei, vgnei, vvgnei…

rnei, vrnei, vvrnei, brnei, bvrnei, bvvrnei…
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Number of RP SNRs increasing
W49B

(Ozawa+ 2009)
IC 443

(Yamaguchi+ 2009)
G359.1−0.5

(Ohnishi+ 2011)
W28

(Sawada+ 2012)
W44

(Uchida+ 2012)

G346.6−0.2
(Yamauchi+ 2013)

3C 391
(Ergin+ 2014)

CTB 37A
(Yamauchi+ 2014)

MSH 11-61A
(Kamitsukasa+ 2015)

N49
(Uchida+ 2015)

Kes 17
(Washino+ 2016)

G166.0+4.3
(Matsumura+ 2017)

3C400.2
(Ergin+ 2017)

0100 0.00102 0.00106 0.00113 0.00128 0.00158 0.00218 0.00337 0.00577 0.01052 0.01

CTB 1
(Katsuragawa+ 2018)

14 (or more) SNRs
in the last decade

2009-2018



Number of RP SNRs increasing
2009-2018

Origin unsolved yet
(2009-2018 was a ‘zoology’ period)

All categorized as mixed-
morphology (MM) class: 

centrally-peaked X-rays 
and radio shell

W44

All associated with dense 
molecular clouds

Suggesting a core-collapse 
origin and dense environment

radio shell

X-ray



Suggested mechanisms
1. Adiabatic cooling (e.g., Itoh & Masai 1989)

Explosion in dense CSM
↓

Ejecta/CSM shock-heated to high temperature (kTinit)
↓

Drastic expansion and cooling in low-density ISM (kTe)

Ejecta

CSM (high-#)

ISM (low-#)

Fast expansion

Ejecta/CSM
(highly ionized)

(Dwarkadas+ 2007)
Shock speed recovers
after passing through

dense CSM region



Suggested mechanisms
2. Thermal conduction (e.g., Kawasaki+ 2005)

SNRs evolve as usual (kTinit)
↓

Interacting with cool gas or molecular clouds
↓

Shocked plasma cooled down due to conduction (kTe)

Clouds

Spatial distribution of 
plasma parameters 
(kTe, net) is crucial

Hot plasma
(SNR)



W49B W44 
Young (~ 3 kyr) Age Old (~ 20 kyr)
High (~1.5 keV) Temperature Low (~0.4 keV)

Ejecta/CSM Dominant comp. ISM
NuSTAR (HY+18) Observatory used XMM (Okon+ in prep.)

Comparing two SNRs

Both associating with molecular clouds



NuSTAR!?
Imaging capability with a large EA at 10-80 keV

Harrison+2013

Fe RRC

Suitable for thermal study as well



RRC [8.8-10 keV] / Heα [6.4-6.8 keV] ratio map

UNVEILING THE ORIGIN OF THE THERMAL AND NONTHERMAL
EMISSION FROM THE SUPERNOVA REMNANT W49B
PI: Hiroya Yamaguchi (NASA/GSFC, Univ. of Maryland)

1 Introduction

A stellar explosion forms strong blast wave expanding into the interstellar medium (ISM), lead-
ing to the formation of a supernova remnant (SNR). Because of the extreme condition (e.g., high
shock velocity, low ISM density), SNR offers a treasure box of energetic phenomena, such as ion-
ization processes in a hot plasma (thermal aspect) and efficient cosmic-ray (CR) acceleration
(nonthermal aspect). Here we propose a NuSTAR observation of the SNR W49B, a particularly
intriguing object in both of these aspects. The open issues for this SNR can be best addressed by
this proposed observation as described below.

2 Scientific Justification

Thermal aspect: W49B is one of the brightest SNRs in thermal X-rays with strong K-shell
emission from Fe, Ni, and other elements (Hwang et al. 2000). Based on its morphology, this SNR is
classified into the “mixed-morphology (MM) type,” characterized by a centrally-peaked X-ray
profile with a bright radio shell (e.g., Rho & Petre 1998). Despite the significant population of MM
SNRs (i.e., more than 30% of the X-ray-detected Galactic SNRs are categorized in this class), their
evolutionary characteristics are poorly understood (e.g., Slane et al. 2002; Yamaguchi et al. 2012).
X-ray emission from the MM SNRs is generally dominated by a shock-heated (thermal) plasma,
and exhibits a relatively uniform radial profiles of the temperature and density (e.g., Shelton et
al. 1999; Slane et al. 2002), in distinct contrast to those predicted by the standard Sedov solution.
MM SNRs are often found in dense environment, or near molecular clouds (MCs). Therefore, the
SNR-cloud interaction is thought to be somehow responsible for the formation of their observational
properties (e.g., Cox et al. 1999; White & Long 1991).

W49B is the youngest among the known MM SNRs (∼ 1000 yr: e.g., Lopez et al. 2009),
offering a unique opportunity to study the early evolution of the MM SNRs (i.e., how
they evolve from the ejecta-dominated phase into the MM phase). Previous studies indicated that,
like the other MM type, W49B is associated with dense MCs with a density of ! 100 cm−3 at
the east and southwest (SW) rims (Fig. 1a; Keohane et al. 2007). One of the most remarkable
observational results from this SNR is the discovery of an overionized (recombining) plasma
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Figure 1: (a) Multi-color image of W49B (Lopez et al. 2013). Green, blue, yellow, and magenta represent Si-K X-
ray, Fe-K X-ray, infrared, and radio emission, respectively. The dense MCs, indicated with the arrows, are enhanced
in the infrared and radio emission. The NuSTAR’s half power diameter (HPD: 1′) is also indicated in the panel.
(b) Suzaku spectrum of W49B, taken from the entire SNR (Ozawa et al. 2009). The Fe RRC component, which is
enhanced only when the plasma is overionized, is explicitly indicated with the red curve.

1

Enhanced in West

W49B with NuSTAR

(HY+ 2018)

Consistent with 
XMM (Miceli+2010) and 
Chandra (Lopez+2013)



Spectra
WestEast

Strong RRC!

 Black: FPMA

 Red: FPMB

4.77 (4.52-5.02) kT [init] (keV) 3.80 (3.26-4.60)

1.84 (1.79-1.89) kT (keV) 1.20 (1.16-1.24)

6.32 (5.89-6.75) net (1011 cm-3 s) 1.83 (1.54-2.48)

RRC contribution

Brems contribution

Low temperature 
and low density

(HY+ 2018)



WIRC 1.64μm [Fe II] image

•Assuming uniform kTinit ➔ 3.8 (3.6−4.0) keV
•Positive correlation well fitted with ne = a Te1.5

ne ∝ Te1.5

Spatially-resolved analysis

(HY+ 2018)



ne ∝ Te1.5

Adiabatic process: TV$-1 = TV2/3 = const.

ne ∝ Te1.5

For uniform Tinit & ninit ➔ ne ∝ Te1.5 among arbitrary fluid elements

Spatially-resolved analysis

•Assuming uniform kTinit ➔ 3.8 (3.6−4.0) keV
•Positive correlation well fitted with ne = a Te1.5

Adiabatic process
East

West

(HY+ 2018)



W44 with XMM-Newton
Evolved SNR (~20 kyr) 

360-ks observations (PI: Randall Smith)

Spatially-resolved spectral analysis using 
contour binning algorithm (Sanders+2006)
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Table 3. Best-fit model parameters for spectral analysis.

Model function Parameters Region 1 Region 2 Region 3 Region 4

Phabs NH (1022 cm−2) 1.51+0.01
−0.03 1.43±0.07 1.83±0.03 2.8±0.1

VVRNEI kTe (keV) 0.503+0.019
−0.003 0.55+0.04

0.03 0.239+0.004
−0.002 0.26±0.01

kTinit (keV) 1.0 (fixed) 1.0 (fixed) 1.0 (fixed) 1.0 (fixed)
ZNe (Solar) 1.29+0.06

−0.07 0.8±0.1 1.7±0.1 3.0±1.0
ZMg (Solar) 1.55+0.07

−0.05 1.1±0.1 1.5±0.1 2.2+0.8
−0.4

ZSi (Solar) 2.68+0.09
−0.05 1.7±0.1 2.6+0.2

−0.1 2.6+0.9
−0.5

ZS = ZAr = ZCa (Solar) 2.1±0.1 1.3±0.2 3.1+0.4
−0.2 3.2±1.0

ZFe = ZNi (Solar) 0.14+0.02
−0.01 0.17+0.05

−0.04 1.1±0.1 1.0+0.6
−0.5

net (1011 cm−3s) 5.3+0.2
−0.1 6.0±0.1 6.0±0.2 4.0±0.3

Norm 0.048+0.005
−0.003 0.026+0.006

−0.005 0.11±0.04 0.19+0.02
−0.01

χ2
ν (ν)§ 1.45 (217) 1.12 (104) 1.57 (215) 1.25 (104)

†The emission measure integrated over the line of sight, i.e., (1 / 4πD2)
!

nenHdl in units of 10−14 cm−5 sr−1.
§ The parameters χν

2 and ν indicate a reduced chi square and a degree of freedom, respectively.
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Figure 2. Spectra of some regions in the energy band of 0.6–7.5
keV obtained with the MOS1 and 2 after NXB subtraction. The
green and blue spectra are scaled by factors of 0.05 and 0.1, respec-
tively, for display purpose. The vertical solid and dashed black lines
in the top panel denote the centroid energies of the Heα lines, Lyα
lines, respectively.

present in front of the remnant (Seta et al. 2004). The column204

density NH obtained by our X-ray analysis and that estimated205

by radio observations can be regarded to be consistent with206

each other. Our results reveal the detail distribution of the207

gas in front of the remnant as roughly determined by the ra-208

dio observations.209

4.2. Physical origin of RPs210

The thermal conduction (Kawasaki et al. 2002, 2005) and211

rarefaction scenarios (Itoh & Masai 1989; Shimizu et al.212

2012; Yamaguchi et al. 2018) are mainly considered for the213

formation process of the RPs. In both scenario, a key to214

1.30.9 1.7 2.1

Figure 3. Map of the reduced chi-square.

understanding of the origin of RPs is an interaction between215

the SNR and ambient dense gas. We compared the spatial216

distribution of kTe of RPs and the locations of the W44-217

cloud interaction. Figure 6(a) shows maps of kTe of RPs.218

The inner region tends to have higher kTe than the outer re-219

gion. As shown in Figure 6(a-i) and (a-ii), we overlaid the220

contours of the 12CO(J = 2-1) to 12CO(J = 1-0) intensity ra-221

tio (Yoshiike et al. 2013) and spatially extended moderately222

broad emissions of 12CO(J = 1-0) lines (called SEMBE in223

Seta et al. 2004), which are tracers of a shocked molecu-224

lar cloud, on the maps of kTe of RPs. We found that kTe225

of RPs decreases toward the region where W44 is interact-226

ing with the molecular cloud. Matsumura et al. (2017b) and227

Okon et al. (2018) also pointed out the similar results in IC228

443 and W28, respectively, and claimed that the thermal229

conduction scenario is the plausible origin of RPs. On the230
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Table 1. Observation log.

Target Obs. ID Obs. date (R.A., Dec.)∗ Effective Exposure

W44 PWN 0551060101 2009 April 24 (18h56m11.s00, +01◦13′28.′′0) 65 ks
W44 0721630101 2013 October 18 (18h56m06.s99, +01◦17′54.′′0) 110 ks
W44 0721630201 2013 October 19 (18h56m06.s99, +01◦17′54.′′0) 92 ks
W44 0721630301 2013 October 23 (18h56m06.s99, +01◦17′54.′′0) 93 ks

NOTE— ∗ Equinox in J2000.0.
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Figure 1. MOS + pn images of W44 in the energy band of (a)(b) 0.5–4.0 keV and (c) 4.0–8.0 keV after NXB subtraction and correction of
the vignetting effect. We overlaid white contours of the 1.4 GHz radio image taken with the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA). In panel
(a), the green solid and dash lines denote the source and background regions, respectively. In panel (b), the green solid shows 70 sub-regions.
In panel (c), region 1, 2, 3 and 4 were drawn green lines. We overlaid white contours of 0.5–4.0 keV X-ray image The coordinate refers to the
J2000.0 epoch.

each region, indicating the significant difference of plasma130

parameters.131

We tried an RP model for plasma emissions in 70 sub-132

regions since Uchida et al. (2012) found that the spec-133

trum in the center region is well reproduced by the RP134

model. We used VVRNEI in XSPEC, which describes135

the emissions of a non-equilibrium ionization plasma af-136

ter a cooling of the electron temperature from kTinit to137

kTe. We applied the photoelectric absorption (phabs;138

Balucinska-Church & McCammon 1992) by the foreground139

gas with solar abundances (Wilms et al. 2000). The col-140

umn density NH, the electron temperature kTe, recombination141

timescale net, and normalization of the VVRNEI component142

were left free. The electron temperature kTinit is required to143

be ≤ 3.0 keV since the emission lines from heavy elements144

are detectable up to Ca at best as shown in Figure 2. We fixed145

kTinit to the values of 1.0 keV as determined by Uchida et al.146

(2012). The abundances of Ne, Mg, Si, S and Fe were left147

free, whereas Ar and Ca were linked to S, and Ni was linked148

to Fe. The other abundances were fixed to solar values. As149

explained in section 3.2, the parameters of the background150

model were fixed to the values presented in table 3, while151

we allowed the strengths of Al I and Si I Kα lines to vary in152

each analysis since the strengths vary with the position on153

the detector (Kuntz & Snowden 2008).154

We used the above RP model with an additional hard com-155

ponent for the spectral analysis in the region where two bright156

extend sources are located as shown in the 4.0–8.0 keV im-157

age in Figure 1(c). Nobukawa et al. (2018) pointed out that158

the northeastern source, which is discovered by Uchida et al.159

(2012), is probably a galaxy cluster with Suzaku observation.160

We used a CIE model for the emissions from the northeastern161

source where the abundance and kTe are fixed to the values as162

determined by Matsumura et al. (2018) while the normaliza-163

tion was left free. With Chandra, Petre et al. (2002) claimed164

that the south source is composed of PSR B1853+01 and165
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Table 1. Observation log.
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parameters.131
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regions since Uchida et al. (2012) found that the spec-133

trum in the center region is well reproduced by the RP134

model. We used VVRNEI in XSPEC, which describes135

the emissions of a non-equilibrium ionization plasma af-136

ter a cooling of the electron temperature from kTinit to137

kTe. We applied the photoelectric absorption (phabs;138

Balucinska-Church & McCammon 1992) by the foreground139

gas with solar abundances (Wilms et al. 2000). The col-140

umn density NH, the electron temperature kTe, recombination141

timescale net, and normalization of the VVRNEI component142

were left free. The electron temperature kTinit is required to143

be ≤ 3.0 keV since the emission lines from heavy elements144

are detectable up to Ca at best as shown in Figure 2. We fixed145

kTinit to the values of 1.0 keV as determined by Uchida et al.146

(2012). The abundances of Ne, Mg, Si, S and Fe were left147

free, whereas Ar and Ca were linked to S, and Ni was linked148

to Fe. The other abundances were fixed to solar values. As149

explained in section 3.2, the parameters of the background150

model were fixed to the values presented in table 3, while151

we allowed the strengths of Al I and Si I Kα lines to vary in152

each analysis since the strengths vary with the position on153

the detector (Kuntz & Snowden 2008).154

We used the above RP model with an additional hard com-155

ponent for the spectral analysis in the region where two bright156

extend sources are located as shown in the 4.0–8.0 keV im-157

age in Figure 1(c). Nobukawa et al. (2018) pointed out that158

the northeastern source, which is discovered by Uchida et al.159

(2012), is probably a galaxy cluster with Suzaku observation.160

We used a CIE model for the emissions from the northeastern161

source where the abundance and kTe are fixed to the values as162

determined by Matsumura et al. (2018) while the normaliza-163

tion was left free. With Chandra, Petre et al. (2002) claimed164

that the south source is composed of PSR B1853+01 and165

Color: X-ray

Contour: radio Binned regions Representative spectra

(Okon,HY+ in prep.)
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Figure 6. Map of (a) the electron temperature kTe and (b) the recombination timescale net. In panels (a-i) and (b-i), the radio 1.5 GHz radio
image are same as that in Figure 1 (a). In panels (a-ii) and (b-ii), green and magenta contours denote the 12CO (J = 2-1) to CO(J = 1-0) intensity
ratio for VLSR = 30 km s−1 to 40 km s−1 and 40 km s−1 to 50 km s−1 (Yoshiike et al. 2013). Theese contours are drawn every 0.1 from 0.7. In
panels (a-iii) and (b-iii), the cyan contours denote the half-intensity line width diagram for the 12CO(J = 1-0) for VLSR = 20 km s−1 to 60 km
s−1 observed with the Nobeyama 45 m radio telescope (Seta et al. 2004). The contours are plotted at 7, 10, and 13 K km s−1.

other hand, Lopez et al. (2013) and Yamaguchi et al. (2018)231

reported that kTe increases toward a region with a high am-232

bient gas density in W49B. This result can be well explained233

by an adiabatic expansion in the rarefaction scenario. On the234

basis of previous discussions, our result of the spatial distri-235

bution of kTe prefer the thermal conduction scenario to the236

rarefaction scenario as the physical origin of RPs in W44.237

Yamaguchi et al. (2018) also found the clear positive cor-238

relation between net and kTe of RPs in W49B, which fur-239

ther supports the rarefaction scenario as the origin of RPs.240

As shown in Figure 7(a), we show the plot between kTe and241

net of RPs and found a roughly negative correlation between242

two parameters. The negative correlation in W44 is oppo-243

site to the result in W49B, implying that the origin of RPs in244

W44 is different from the rarefaction scenario. In the thermal245

conduction scenario, as the plasmas is cooled by the molec-246

ular clouds for a long time, the electron temperature kTe of247

RPs decreases. Furthermore, the electron density ne and kTe248

of RPs increases and decreases in the W44-cloud interaction249

region, respectively. The negative correlation can be well ex-250

plained by the thermal conduction scenario. In addition to251

the above the result of kTe, the negative correlation means252

that the thermal conduction scenario is a preferable origin of253

RP of W44.254

In the thermal conduction scenario, the SNR plasmas are255

expected to be rapidly cooled in the region where the SNR256

collides with the molecular cloud. The ratio of 12CO lines,257

which indicates how the ambient gas are heated by the SNR258

shocks, has peak in the northeastern part of W44 in Figure259

6(a-ii) and (b-ii). Figure 6(b) shows that RPs in the northeast-260

kTe

net

Radio Cont.
12CO (J=2–1)
12CO (J=1–0)

SEMBE

(Okon,HY+ in prep.)



Possible evidence for conduction

Lower kTe and net in MC-interacting regions

Negative correlation between kTe and net

(cf. positive correlation in W49B)

Cooled down quickly, then recombine and keep cooling



Both work; dominant process depends on SNR age?

Origins of overionization

W49B W44 
Young (~ 3 kyr) Age Old (~ 20 kyr)
No correlation MC-plasma condition Low kTe near MCs

Positive kTe-net relation Negative
Adiabatic Cooling mechanism Conduction
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Figure 3. Three stages of the SNR in a cloudy environment model “C1” (with thermal
conduction). Time increases from left to right. In each column, the top, middle, and bottom
panels show the density, temperature, average charge di↵erence respectively with the same
color scale. The green boxes highlight selected recombining features that do not appear in
the temperature and density maps.

the post-shock area. However, it is in a smaller region than model “C1” with thermal

conduction.

3.4. Influence of thermal conduction on NEI

From the comparison between models “C1” and “C2”, we conclude that the ther-

mal conduction has significant influence on the NEI in SNR exploded into a cloudy

environment. The top panel in Fig. 5 shows the average values of the temperature

as a function of radius (in units of the shock front radius). In model “C1”, the

temperature is smoothed along the radial direction, implying that the energy trans-

fers between di↵erent layers more e�ciently due to thermal conduction. Then the

recombination appears when the inner hot plasma cools down rapidly. The X-ray

emitting gas (T > 1 ⇥ 106 K) is of primary interest. By accumulating the mass of

X-ray emitting gas in di↵erent shells with a thickness of 0.5 pc, the density can be

calculated as a function of radius (the middle panel in Fig. 5). Both models have

a similar density profile in the shock front (r > 0.8rs). However, the thermal con-

duction raises the density profile in the inner layers. To investigate the recombining

gas, we use �c̄ < �0.001 to exclude the gas that is ionizing or in equilibrium (See

(Zhang+2019)

Theoretical predictions

Red: recombining Blue: recombining

Applied to W49B (i.e., young 
SNR), revealing adiabatic 

expansion is dominant

SNR evolution in patchy 
clouds, revealing conduction 

works at later stage



Future prospects
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XRISM is planned to be launched in early 2022 as 
a replacement of Hitomi (see Matsushita’s talk)

'E ~ 5 eV @ 0.5-10 keV



Future prospects
Ion population (not just net) can 

directly be determined

High kTinit Low kTinit

High initial temperature and longer
recombination time result in

broader ion population



Summary and conclusions
• SNRs were thought to have ionizing plasma.

• ASCA showed sign of overionization (early 2000s).

• Suzaku detected strong RRC from several SNRs, 

proving recombining plasma do exist (late 2000s).

• The number of RP SNRs has increased in the last 

decade. Now such plasma condition is known to be 
common in mixed-morphology SNRs.


• Spatially-resolved analysis of young and evolved 
MM-SNRs (W49B and W44) revealed both adiabatic 
cooling and thermal conduction contribute.


• Future high-resolution spectroscopy is crucial to 
determine more detailed ion population.





Sign of recombining plasma
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